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A Monte Carlo sample size study: How many countries are needed for
accurate multilevel SEM?

Bart Meuleman and Jaak Billiet
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Recently, there has been growing scientific interest for cross-national survey research. Various
scholars have used multilevel techniques to link individual characteristics to aspects of the na-
tional context. At first sight, multilevel SEM seems to be a promising tool for this purpose, as
it integrates multilevel modeling within a latent variable framework. However, due to the fact
that the number of countries in most international surveys does not exceed 30, the application
of multilevel SEM in cross-national research is problematic.
Taking European Social Survey (ESS) data as a point of departure, this paper uses Monte Carlo
studies to assess the estimation accuracy of multilevel SEM with small group sample sizes. The
results indicate that a group sample size of 20 – a situation common in cross-national research
– does not guarantee accurate estimation at all. Unacceptable amounts of parameter and stan-
dard error bias are present for the between-level estimates. Unless the standardized effect is
very large (0.75), statistical power for detecting a significant between-level structural effect is
seriously lacking. Required group sample sizes depend strongly on the specific interests of
the researcher, the expected effect sizes and the complexity of the model. If the between-level
model is relatively simple and one is merely interested in the between-level factor structure,
a group sample size of 40 could be sufficient. To detect large (>0.50) structural effects at the
between level, at least 60 groups are required. To have an acceptable probability of detecting
smaller effects, more than 100 groups are needed. These guidelines are shown to be quite
robust for varying cluster sizes and intra-class correlations (ICCs).
Keywords: multilevel SEM, sample size, Monte Carlo, cross-national research, European So-
cial Survey

1 Introduction

Recently, scientific interest for cross-national survey re-
search is on the rise. Without a doubt, this tendency is at
least partly a result of the increasing availability of data from
international surveys, such as the International Social Survey
Program, the Europe and World Value Studies or the Euro-
pean Social Survey. These rich data sources offer attractive
perspectives for social scientists. Various scholars have used
cross-national survey data to investigate the relation between
elements of the national context and individual characteris-
tics (for some examples of contextual research into out-group
attitudes, see: Quillian 1995; Lubbers et al. 2002; Scheepers
et al. 2002; Coenders and Scheepers 2003; Kunovich 2004;
Semyonov et al. 2006; Sides and Citrin 2007). From a sub-
stantive point of view, this approach is highly relevant. After
all, the idea that individuals are influenced by the broader
context they are situated in is a cornerstone of social science.

Also from a modeler’s perspective, the relation between
national- and individual-level variables raises some interest-
ing questions. It has become quite popular to use multi-
level techniques to study the relation between context and
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individual variables (Mason et al. 1983-1984). At first
sight, this preference is far from illogical, since these cross-
national data exhibit a hierarchical structure: Citizens are
nested within countries. In the vast majority of the cases,
hierarchical linear models (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002) or
random coefficient models (Kreft and de Leeuw 1998) are
employed for the study of context effects (Quillian 1995; Co-
enders 2001; Lubbers et al. 2002; Coenders and Scheepers
2003; Kunovich 2004; Semyonov et al. 2006). However,
this is not the only possible multilevel approach. More recent
developments in the domain of covariance structure model-
ing have made it relatively easy to estimate multilevel struc-
tural equation models (SEM) (Muthén 1994; Li et al. 1998;
Hox 2002). As Rabe-Hesketh et al. (2004:167) point out,
“multilevel structural equation modeling is required when
the units of observation form a hierarchy of nested clusters
and some variables of interest cannot be measured directly
but are measured by a set of items or fallible instruments.”
The integration of latent variable modeling within a multi-
level framework makes multilevel SEM particularly promis-
ing for cross-national attitude research (for an application,
see: Cheung and Au 2005).

Despite the desirable characteristics of multilevel SEM,
its application in the field of cross-national research is far
from straightforward. Due to various methodological is-
sues – such as the cross-cultural comparability of scores
(Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1998; Vandenberg and Lance
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2000) and the absence of random sampling at the country
level – the use of multilevel models in cross-national research
is problematic. Another challenge is that, due to budgetary
and organizational limitations, the number of participating
countries is limited to 20 or 30 for most international sur-
veys (Goldthorpe 1997). The scarce available research into
sufficient sample sizes for multilevel SEM suggests that this
group sample size is too small to guarantee accurate estima-
tion (Hox 1993; Hox and Maas 2001). Based on simulation
studies, Hox and Maas (2001:171) warn against using multi-
level SEM when the group sample size is smaller than 100.
However, it is not sure to what extent the results of the Hox
and Maas (2001) study can be extrapolated to the particu-
lar situation of cross-national research. First, cross-national
research generally contains a large number of respondents
per country (>1000). These cluster sizes are substantially
larger than the cluster sizes specified in the simulations by
Hox and Maas (2001). Second, the Hox and Maas (2001)
study focused on a two-level measurement model. Cross-
national researchers, on the other hand, are often also inter-
ested in the structural model, and more specifically in the ef-
fects of national context variables on individual characteris-
tics. Third, Hox and Maas (2001) set up their study to gauge
Muthén’s (1989; 1994) limited information maximum likeli-
hood (LIML) approach, which treats unbalanced groups as if
they were balanced and, therefore, only gives an approximate
solution. However, in more recent versions of the software
package Mplus, the more exact full information maximum
likelihood (FIML) estimation has become available (for con-
tinuous data at least) and researchers are no longer compelled
to use the LIML approach.

For the above-mentioned reasons, we are convinced that
it is desirable to study required sample sizes at the group level
for applying multilevel SEM in cross-national research. In
this paper, we present the results of Monte Carlo simulation
studies that were performed with this specific purpose. We
start by introducing Muthén’s (1994) approach to multilevel
SEM. Second, a simple application of multilevel SEM in the
domain of cross-national attitude research is presented. The
results of this application serve as a starting point for a first
series of simulations, in which we assess the estimation accu-
racy of models with various group sample sizes. Finally, the
robustness of the findings for changes with respect to other
factors – namely, cluster sizes, intra-class correlations (ICCs)
and model complexity – is studied in the last paragraph.

2 Multilevel SEM: Muthén’s
(1994) approach

Like other multilevel models, multilevel SEM assumes
random sampling at both individual and group levels. The
total population of N individuals can be subdivided into G
groups. From a covariance structure point of view, the hi-
erarchical nature of the data is incorporated by decomposing
the total covariance matrix orthogonally into (1) a component
that represents the variation between groups (the between-
group covariance matrix) and (2) a component that describes
variation within the groups (the within-group covariance ma-
trix).

ΣT = ΣB + ΣW (1)

Multilevel SEM essentially leads to estimating covari-
ance structure models for between-structure ΣB (the so-called
between-model) and within-structure ΣW (the within-model).
Muthén (1994) developed a ML-based procedure to estimate
the between- and the within-model (see also Hox 1993; Hox
2002; Li et al. 1998; Hox and Maas 2001; Cheung and Au
2005). The starting point of this procedure is the orthogonal
decomposition of the observed score vectors into an individ-
ual and a group component.

yT = yB + yW (2)

Let y ji refer to the vector of observed scores for individ-
ual i in group j. Group component yB then equals the group
mean (ȳg), while individual component yW refers to the in-
dividual deviation from this mean (ygi − ȳg). Based on these
components, a between-group sample covariance matrix S B
and a pooled within-group covariance matrix S PW can be cal-
culated.

S B =

∑G
g=1(ȳg − ȳ)(ȳg − ȳ)′

(G − 1)
(3)

S PW =

∑G
g=1

∑Ng
i=1(ygi − ȳg)(ygi − ȳg)′

(N −G)
(4)

The pooled within S PW can be shown to be an unbiased
and consistent estimator of ΣW (Muthén 1989).

S PW = Σ̂W (5)

As a consequence, a within-model can be constructed
and tested for S PW analogously as in conventional SEM.

For the between-model, the situation is less clear-cut,
since sample matrix S B cannot be simply used as an esti-
mator of population matrix ΣB. Instead, Muthén (1989) has
shown that in the balanced case (i.e. if all clusters are of equal
size n), S B is a consistent and unbiased estimator of a linear
combination of the within and between matrices.

S B = Σ̂W + cΣ̂B (6)

In expression (6), c equals the common cluster size n.
Thus, S B is reproduced by a combination of two models,
namely, the within-group model that was estimated for S PW
and c times the between-model.

When groups are unbalanced, the situation becomes
more complicated. For each set of groups with cluster size
equals to cd, sample matrix S B estimates a different com-
bination of population matrices ΣB and ΣW (Hox and Maas
2001).

S B = Σ̂W + cdΣ̂B (7)

Software packages such as Mplus 4 (Muthén and
Muthén 1998-2006) or LISREL 8.80 (Jöreskog and Sörböm
1996) allow estimation of multilevel structural equation
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models without having to calculate separate pooled within-
and between-group matrices or having to take care of the
technical particularities specified above.

3 Starting point: A multilevel
SEM application to

cross-national attitude research

Before proceeding to the proper simulation studies, we
present a simple application of multilevel SEM in the domain
of cross-national attitude research. This model will serve as
a starting point for the simulation study, in the sense that es-
timated parameter values will be used as population values
in the Monte Carlo studies (Muthén and Muthén 2002).

The main substantive research question is whether indi-
vidual attitudes towards immigration are influenced by the
size of foreign population in the country. According to real-
istic group conflict theory (Blalock 1967; Olzak 1992), the
presence of minority groups leads to so-called ethnic com-
petition for scarce goods – such as affordable housing and
well-paid jobs – and results in negative attitudes toward im-
migration among the native population. For this reason, neg-
ative out-group attitudes are expected to be more widespread
in countries with a sizeable minority populations (Quillian
1995; Semyonov et al. 2006). Apart from this national-level
variable, we also include the education level of the respon-
dent as an explanatory variable in the model. A higher edu-
cational level is expected to coincide with more positive at-
titudes towards immigration (Coenders and Scheepers 2003;
Hainmueller and Hiscox 2007).

Data from the first round (2002-2003) of the European
Social Survey are used to test these hypotheses. A total of
39,869 respondents from 21 European countries participated
in this large-scale cross-national survey.1 Here, we opera-
tionalize the attitude toward immigration as a latent variable
(‘immig’) measured by means of four items. These items in-
quire whether respondents prefer their country to allow many
or few immigrants of certain groups (see Table 1 for exact
question wordings). The ICCs of the items range between
0.057 and 0.103. Thus, roughly between 5 and 10% of the to-
tal variation in attitudes toward immigration can be attributed
to the national level. This amount of variance at the national
level is perhaps not overwhelming, but is nevertheless too
large to be ignored in analysis. It indicates that the national
context does play a role in the formation of attitudes toward
immigration, although it may only be a minor one. Before
the multilevel SEM model was estimated, we tested if the
immig scale was measured in an equivalent way over coun-
tries. By means of multi-group confirmatory factor analy-
sis, partial scalar equivalence of the scale was evidenced (for
more details, see: Meuleman and Billiet 2005). Concretely
this means that, apart from a limited number of exceptions,2
the factor loadings and the intercepts of the measurement
model where found to be invariant over the countries in the
study. This partial equivalence is a prerequisite for making
meaningful comparisons of latent variable scores over cul-
tural groups (Byrne et al. 1989; Steenkamp and Baumgartner
1998).

The size of the foreign population is indicated by the per-
centage of the resident population born outside the country
as reported by the OECD (OECD 2006). Educational level
is operationalized by a variable that ranges from 0 (primary
education not completed) to 6 (second stage of university ed-
ucation).

Figure 1 gives a graphical representation of the estimated
model. At the within level, the four observed indicators load
on one latent factor, that is, ‘immig w’. This latent factor
represents the within-country component of the attitude to-
ward immigration, i.e., corrected for the country-mean. We
estimate the effect of individual-level variable education on
this latent factor. Also at the within level, an error corre-
lation was specified between items d6 and d8. This error
correlation is theoretically justified, since both items have
some content in common that is not accounted for by the la-
tent factor: They refer to immigration from richer countries
specifically. Apart from the error correlation, the same factor
structure is present at the between level (this does not have
to be necessarily so, see Hox 2002). The latent variable at
the between level (‘immig b’) is measured by the between-
level components of the indicators (these components would
be called random intercepts in hierarchical linear modeling).
A path is estimated between the national level variable ‘for-
eign population’ and ‘immig b’. This parameter is the main
parameter of interest in this model, and will be referred to as
the between-level structural effect.

The model was estimated with Mplus 4.0 (Muthén and
Muthén 1998-2006).3 The relevant parameter estimates are
summarized in Table 2. All entries in this table are com-
pletely standardized parameters. At both levels, the measure-
ment models were identified by constraining the variances
of the latent factor to 1. The chi-square value of the model
equals 309.9. With 13 degrees of freedom, this value has a
p-value smaller than .001. However, the chi-square test is
known to be very sensitive for large sample sizes and de-
viations from the normality assumptions. Since our sample
is very large (36,978) and the items are heavily skewed, we

1 These countries are: Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Den-
mark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Ireland,
Luxemburg, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia,
Spain, Switzerland, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. Also, Israel
participated in ESS round 1, but we decided to omit Israel from the
analysis for theoretical reasons. The Israeli case is not comparable
to most European countries because of the specificity of the immi-
gration history and ethnic relations within the country.

2 Concretely, three equivalence constraints had to be relaxed: the
factor loading of the first item for Hungary, and the intercept of
this same item for Hungary and Denmark. This means that three
items were measured in an equivalent way, what is sufficient to
allow meaningful cross-cultural comparisons (Byrne et al. 1989;
Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1998).

3 Robust maximum likelihood estimation (MLR) - the default es-
timator for two-level models in Mplus (Muthén and Muthén 1998-
2006) - was used. Although the attitude indicators are ordered-
categorical variables, they are treated as if they were continuous.
For multilevel SEM with ordered-categorical indicators, numerical
integration is used, which is computationally extremely heavy given
the large sample size.
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Table 1: Formulation of the items on preferred immigration policy

Item Formulation Answer scale

To what extent do you think [country] should allow. . .
d5 . . . people of a different race or ethnic group as most [country] people to come and live here? allow none = 1
d6 . . . people from the richer countries in Europe to come and live here? allow a few = 2
d7 . . . people from the poorer countries in Europe to come and live here? allow some = 3
d8 . . . people from the richer countries outside Europe to come and live here? allow many = 4

d5 d6 d7 d8

d5_b d6_b d8_bd7_b

immig_w

immig_b

education

foreign pop.

between model

within model

Figure 1. A multi-level SEM for attitudes toward immigration
policy

prefer to use alternative indices to evaluate overall model fit.
The RMSEA (0.025) falls well below the common bound-
ary of 0.05 (Browne and Cudeck 1992); CFI and TLI are
substantially larger than 0.95 (Hu and Bentler 1999). This
leads to the conclusion that the overall fit of the model is
acceptable. The factor loadings are high (especially for the
between-model), which means that the indicators measure
the latent concepts adequately.

Conforming to our expectations, education has a posi-
tive significant effect on attitudes toward immigration at the
within level. At the between level, the percentage of for-
eign population has no significant impact on attitudes toward
immigration, which clearly contradicts hypotheses derived
from realistic group conflict theory. After all, this theory
predicts anti-immigration attitudes to be more widespread in
countries with sizeable ethnic minorities, because the latter
condition would set of a process of ethnic competition be-
tween majority and minority groups (Blalock 1967; Quillian
1995; Olzak 1992).

However, because our group sample size (21 countries)
is on the small side, it is uncertain whether the parameters on
which these conclusions are based are estimated accurately.

3 Sufficient group sample sizes
for multilevel SEM

3.1 Specifications of the simulation model

To gain more insight in the consequences of small group
sample sizes in cross-national research and required group
sample size for obtaining accurate parameter estimates in
multilevel SEM, we decided to perform a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation study. Data generation and analysis was performed
by means of the Mplus Monte Carlo procedure (Muthén and
Muthén 2002). To approximate a realistic cross-national set-
ting as much as possible, the application presented above is
used as a reference point for specifying the simulation model.
After all, numerous factors such as the strength of the rela-
tions, the model complexity, and the ICCs could influence
the estimation accuracy (Muthén and Muthén 2002).

As in the application, the simulation model contains a
within- and a between-level factor measured by four indica-
tors. At each level, one structural path is estimated from an
independent variable to the latent factor. The simulated data
sets were generated as random samples from a hypothesized
population with the following specifications:4

• The observed variables (indicators y1 − y4, individ-
ual level variable x and between-level variable b) are
drawn from a multivariate normal distribution.

• The ICC of the four items y1 − y4 is 0.08.5

• The within-level standardized factor loadings equal
0.90, 0.90, 0.75, and 0.70.

• The between-level standardized factor loadings are
0.90, 0.90, 0.95, and 0.95.

• Within-level independent variable x has a standardized
effect of 0.25 on the within-level factor.

• Between-level independent variable b has an effect on
the between-level factor.

Our main interest is the relation between the independent
variable and the latent factor on the between level. Since
estimation accuracy can be influenced by the effect size,
we decided to specify various effect size conditions for the

4 The within- and between-level population covariance matrices
and mean vectors for this baseline model have been added in the
appendix.

5 The ICC value can be chosen by manipulating the ratio of the
between-level variance and the total variance of the indicators. In
these models, the within-level and between-level variances of the
indicators were specified to equal 1 and 0.087 respectively, which
results in an ICC of 0.08.
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Table 2: Completely standardized parameter estimates for the multilevel SEM (21 countries; N = 36,978)

Measurement model parameters Within model Between model

parameter t-value parameter t-value
Factor loadings
d5 0.89 52.48 0.99 5.21
d6 0.70 40.91 0.93 5.94
d7 0.89 46.49 0.99 5.36
d8 0.74 42.96 0.91 5.54
Corr(d6,d8) 0.31 17.45

Structural model parameters

Effect education 0.24 16.62
Effect foreign pop. 0.09 0.56
Fit indices χ2 = 309.9 df = 13 RMSEA = 0.025 CFI = 0.984 TLI = 0.971

between-level structural effect. Based on Cohen’s (Cohen
1992) categorization scheme for effect sizes, a distinction is
made between small (0.10), medium (0.25), large (0.50), and
very large (0.75) effects. In addition, a condition without a
structural effect (effect size 0.00) was specified.

These specifications lead to a model that is very similar
to the presented application. In some respects, however, the
simulated data depart substantially from the real ESS data.
Most importantly, the observed indicators are conceived as
continuous, multivariate normally distributed variables in the
simulation study, while in the ESS data the items are ordered-
categorical in nature and have skewed distributions. These
deviations are the result of a deliberate choice. It is known
that distributional violations, such as departures from nor-
mality (Hoogland and Boomsma 1998), can result in inaccu-
rate estimation. Since this study aims to focus exclusively on
the harmful effects resulting from a small group sample size,
other sources of estimation problems are ruled out as much
as possible. Other differences with the real data include the
absence of an error correlation in the simulated model and
the specification of full scalar equivalence (instead of partial
scalar equivalence in the ESS).

Five different group sample sizes were simulated: 20, 40,
60, 80, and 100 groups. The condition with 20 groups served
as a lower limit since many cross-national surveys have at
least 20 participating countries. 100 groups was chosen as
an upper limit, because simulation studies by Hox and Maas
(2001) have shown that a group sample size of 100 is suffi-
cient for accurate estimation. The average cluster size equals
1755 in all conditions. The data exhibit a moderate degree of
imbalance, as cluster sizes vary between 1100 and 2800.6

For each of the 25 conditions (5 group sample sizes x
5 effect sizes), 10,000 replications were generated. Robust
maximum likelihood estimation (MLR) is used in the analy-
sis of the generated data.

3.2 Criteria for assessing estimation accuracy

In this study, we use different criteria to compare estima-
tion accuracy over the simulated conditions. A first logical
step is to assess whether the estimation algorithm converges

and whether inadmissible estimates (e.g., negative variance
estimates) are present.

Second, the presence of bias in the parameter estimates
is inspected. The relative parameter bias can be calculated as
follows:

Bias
(
θ̂
)

=

M∑
j=1

 (θ̂ j − θ)
θ

 /M (8)

where θ̂ j is the sample estimate of population parameter θ for
the jth replication and M is the number of replications (Ban-
dalos 2006:401). Hoogland and Boomsma (1998) reason that
a relative parameter bias up to 5% is tolerable. If parame-
ter estimates over- or underestimate the population value by
more than 5%, estimation is regarded as not sufficiently ac-
curate.

Similarly, relative standard error bias is evaluated. This rel-
ative standard error bias is defined as:

Bias
(
S Ê

(
θ̂
))

=

M∑
j=1

S Ê
(
θ̂
)

j
− S E

(
θ̂
)

S E
(
θ̂
)


/
M (9)

where S Ê
(
θ̂
)

j
is the estimated standard error of θ̂ for the

jth replication and S E
(
θ̂
)

is an estimate of the population
standard error of θ̂. Again, M denotes the number of repli-
cations (Bandalos 2006:403). As the number of replications
used in this study is very large, the standard deviation of the
parameter estimate over all replications can be seen as a reli-
able approximation of the population standard error (Muthén
and Muthén 2002). Following the lead of Hoogland and
Boomsma (1998), we are willing to accept a relative standard
error bias of 10%.

In the fourth place, the coverage of a 95% confidence in-
terval is calculated. This coverage refers to the proportion of

6 Cluster sizes were chosen to match the ESS data. These cluster
sizes are (number of groups with this cluster size between brackets):
1100 (1), 1200 (1), 1300 (1), 1400 (4), 1500 (2), 1800 (1), 1900 (4),
2000 (3), 2300 (1), 2400 (1), 2800 (1).
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replications for which a 95% confidence interval around the
parameter estimate contains the population parameter. One
minus the coverage equals the empirical alpha-level when
a nominal alpha-level of 0.05 is specified. Evidently, ac-
curate statistical inference presupposes that the coverage is
relatively close to 0.95.

Last, the empirical power of the statistical tests of factor
loadings, error variances and structural parameters is exam-
ined. This power is calculated as the proportion of repli-
cations for which the parameter is found to be statistically
significant from zero (with alpha = 0.05). Following com-
mon guidelines, a statistical power of 0.80 is strived for (Co-
hen 1992; Muthén and Muthén 2002). This means that for
population parameters different from zero, a significant ef-
fect should be detected in 80% of the generated samples at
least.

3.3 Results

The estimation algorithm converged for all 250,000 esti-
mated models. In the conditions with group sample size 20,
4.4% of the replications contain at least one inadmissible es-
timate. All inadmissible parameters are negative between-
level error variances. It is not surprising that the lion’s share
of inadmissible estimates refer to items y3 and y4. Indeed,
the population values for the between-level factor loadings
for these indicators equal 0.95 and the between-level pop-
ulation error variances are very close to zero. If the group
sample size increases, however, the presence of inadmissible
estimates diminishes rapidly. Of the replications with group
sample size 40, only 0.2% exhibited estimates that are in-
admissible; for larger group sample sizes, inadmissible so-
lutions are virtually absent. Because replications with in-
admissible estimates can produce outliers in the estimates,
such cases were omitted from further analysis (for a simi-
lar approach, see Hox and Maas 2001).7 Thus, the presence
of inadmissible estimates already shows that multilevel SEM
with a group sample size of 20 runs a considerable risk of
yielding improper solutions.

The results of the simulation study with 25 conditions (5
group sample sizes x 5 effect sizes) are summarized in Ta-
ble 3, which is collapsed over effect size conditions. Please
note that in this table the results for factor loadings and er-
ror variances do not refer to a single parameter, but instead
are averages of four factor loadings or variances. Table 4
contains the only accuracy measure for which the size of the
between-level structural effect did make a systematic differ-
ence, namely, the statistical power for this parameter.

We start by discussing the estimation accuracy of the
within-model parameters. In all cluster size conditions, pa-
rameter bias for the within-level parameters is completely
absent. The standard errors of the parameters, on the other
hand, are found to be slightly biased. In the 20 groups condi-
tion, relative standard error bias ranges between -0.039 and
-0.042, indicating that the within-level standard errors are
underestimated by roughly 4%. Given the 10% criterion,
this amount of relative standard error bias is still accept-
able. Standard error bias decreases rapidly as group sample

sizes increase. The underestimation of the variance of model
parameters affects the coverage of the confidence intervals
slightly. With 20 countries, empirical alpha-levels for within-
model estimates fluctuate around 7.5%, which is slightly
higher than the nominal 5%. As the number of groups in-
creases, the coverage improves by degrees till it approaches
0.95 for the 100 group conditions. The power of the sta-
tistical tests for all within-model parameters is equal to 1,
which is excellent. Thus, even for the smallest group sample
size (20), the estimation accuracy for the within model turns
out to be quite satisfying. This is not very surprising as the
average cluster size is 1755.

At the between level, on the other hand, striking estimation
problems are present for conditions with smaller group sam-
ple sizes. First of all, factor loadings and error variances tend
to be underestimated, while the structural effect is overesti-
mated. In the case of 20 groups, relative parameter bias for
these parameters equals -6.6, -10.0, and 10.6%, respectively.
Clearly, this is higher than the 5% that is considered tolera-
ble for parameter bias (Hoogland and Boomsma 1998). Also
in the smallest cluster size condition, the standard errors of
factor loadings, error variances and the structural effect are
underestimated by no less than 15.0, 16.6, and 25.2%. As
a result of the serious lack of estimation accuracy, coverage
problems arise. With 20 groups, 95% confidence intervals
for the between-level estimates only contain the population
value in 80 to 85% of the replications. This situation clearly
hampers correct statistical inference. Statistical power for the
error variances is slightly too low in the smallest cluster size
condition. However, one could argue that this lack of sta-
tistical power is not really problematic since the population
values of the between-level error variances are very small and
these variances are no primary parameters.

The power for detecting a significant between-level struc-
tural effect is given in Table 4. It is far from surprising that
statistical power is found to depend strongly on both the ef-
fect size of the parameter and the group sample size. Instead,
the relevance of Table 4 lies in its usefulness to determine
required groups sample sizes. In order to have at least 80%
statistical power for detecting a very large (0.75) between-
level effect, a group sample size of 20 is sufficient. However,
this is not a very realistic effect size in the domain of cross-
national attitude research. If effect sizes diminish, the re-
quired sample sizes increase seriously. To have an acceptable
chance (>0.80) of detecting a large (0.50) effect, one would
already need 40 higher level units. Medium (0.25) or small
(0.10) effects would even require a group sample size con-
siderably larger than 100. The probability of detecting small
or medium effects with only 20 groups is extremely low at
17.9 and 31.0%, respectively. Moreover, a considerable part
of these significant effects turn out to be so-called false neg-
atives. In Table 4, the figures in brackets denote the propor-

7 Because the number of replications with inadmissible cases is
relatively low (2,326 out of 250,000 estimated models; on average
4.4% in the conditions with a group sample size of 20), we decided
to simply drop them from analysis rather than replacing them by
new admissible cases.
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Table 3: Estimation accuracy for various group sample sizes (collapsed over effect size conditions)-247,674 replications (2,326 dropped
because of inadmissible estimates)

Number of groups

20 40 60 80 100

Parameter bias
Within factor loadings

a
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Within error variances
a

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Within structural effect 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Between factor loadings

a
-0.066 -0.033 -0.023 -0.017 -0.013

Between error variances
a

-0.100 -0.051 -0.035 -0.027 -0.021
Between structural effect 0.106 0.046 0.039 0.026 0.021

Standard error bias
Within factor loadings

a
-0.039 -0.021 -0.015 -0.012 -0.009

Within error variances
a

-0.041 -0.022 -0.014 -0.010 -0.010
Within structural effect -0.042 -0.021 -0.016 -0.009 -0.008
Between factor loadings

a
-0.150 -0.077 -0.052 -0.041 -0.037

Between error variances
a

-0.166 -0.096 -0.068 -0.053 -0.041
Between structural effect -0.252 -0.132 -0.090 -0.071 -0.059

Coverage
Within factor loadings

a
0.928 0.939 0.942 0.944 0.946

Within error variances
a

0.927 0.939 0.943 0.944 0.945
Within structural effect 0.927 0.938 0.941 0.945 0.945
Between factor loadings

a
0.836 0.893 0.911 0.920 0.925

Between error variances
a

0.810 0.875 0.898 0.910 0.919
Between structural effect 0.849 0.898 0.915 0.924 0.928

Power
Within factor loadings

a
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Within error variances
a

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Within structural effect 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Between factor loadings

a
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Between error variances
a

0.765 0.944 0.988 0.998 1.000

athe results refer to averages over several parameters

tion of replications with a significant negative effect (while
the population effect is positive). With 20 groups and a small
(0.10) population effect, for example, a significant negative
effect is detected in almost 4% of the simulated models. This
is far from negligible, especially because only 17.9% of the
replications yielded (positive or negative) significant effects
in this condition.

Finally, the first row of Table 4 (not in brackets) contains the
probabilities of concluding significance when the population
effect is specified equal to zero. For the smaller group sample
size conditions, there is a considerable chance of commit-
ting a type-I error. As a result of underestimating the stan-
dard error of this parameter, finding a significant effect does
not guarantee that a population effect is present at all. This
clearly illustrates that statistical inference for between-level
effects with 20 groups is a risky undertaking.

The results indicate that multilevel SEM with a group sam-
ple size of 20 is problematic in several respects. This is es-
pecially the case for the between-level structural effect, a pa-

rameter that is often of great importance in cross-national
research. When group sample sizes are increased, estimation
accuracy improves rapidly. Roughly said, doubling the num-
ber of groups causes bias to decrease by 50%. Tables 3 and
4 also make it possible to derive approximate minimal group
sample sizes to guarantee accurate estimation. Importantly,
sufficient group sample sizes turn out to depend strongly on
the specific research questions. If one is merely interested
in the between-level factor structure, a group sample size
of 40 would be sufficient to obtain the acceptable levels of
bias set out in Hoogland and Boomsma (1998). One would
need at least 60 groups if a large (0.50) or a very large (0.75)
between-level structural effect is to be estimated. For esti-
mating smaller between-level effects, even a group sample
size of 100 proves to be insufficient.
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Table 4: Statistical power for detecting a between-level structural effect (proportion of false negatives between brackets) – various group
sample sizes and effect sizes – 247,674 replications (2,326 dropped because of inadmissible estimates)

Number of groups

20 40 60 80 100

None (0.00) 0.159 0.103 0.083 0.077 0.076
(0.080) (0.054) (0.041) (0.039) (0.039)

Small (0.10) 0.179 0.154 0.162 0.177 0.197
(0.039) (0.017) (0.008) (0.005) (0.004)

Medium (0.25) 0.311 0.407 0.527 0.632 0.715
(0.011) (0.002) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Large (0.50) 0.745 0.937 0.989 0.999 1.000
(0.001) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

Very large (0.75) 0.995 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)

4 Robustness of the guidelines on
required sample sizes

In the previous paragraph, a number of guidelines on re-
quired sample sizes for multilevel SEM were formulated.
However, the generality of these guidelines is far from guar-
anteed. After all, the accuracy of an estimation procedure
does not only depend on group sample sizes but could also be
influenced by a multitude of other factors. In this paragraph,
the most important potentially influential factors are manipu-
lated to assess the robustness of the preliminary conclusions.
These additional studies also have a practical purpose, as
they might contribute to finding a way to circumvent the re-
ported estimation problems in cross-national research. Since
the estimation of between-level structural effect has proven
to be the most problematic and generally of great interest to
substantive researchers, we only assess estimation accuracy
for this parameter.8 Because of limited space, we confine
ourselves to discussing parameter and standard error bias. In
all conditions, the size of the between-level structural effect
is kept constant at 0.25 (moderate).

4.1 Cluster size: Are trade-off effects between in-
dividual and group sample size present?

Various sample size studies for hierarchical linear mod-
elling have evidenced trade-off effects between sample sizes
at different levels. To some extent, increasing the number of
sample units per group could compensate for a small group
sample size. Snijders and Bosker (1993) have studied the
optimality of sample designs for multilevel models, taking
budgetary restrictions into account. Under the assumption
that sampling extra schools is more costly than sampling ex-
tra students within schools that are already in the sample,
they found that initially, designs with larger numbers of stu-
dents per school lead to smaller standard errors. However,
the point where it is from a statistical point of view prefer-
able to sample extra schools is reached soon. Other studies
(Mok 1995; Cohen 1998; Hox and Maas 2001) confirm that
the number of units per group can benefit estimation accu-
racy, but also that there is a limit to the advantageous effects
of large cluster sizes. Usually a sample design with a large

number of smaller groups is to be preferred over a design
with a smaller number of groups with more units per group
(Mok 1995).

In the simulated conditions presented above, the average
cluster size was kept constant at 1755. To test the pres-
ence of trade-off effects between the sample sizes at different
levels, the simulation study is extended for various cluster
size conditions (on average 585, 1170, 1755, 2340, and 2925
units per cluster). These five conditions are crossed with the
five group sample size conditions (20, 40, 60, 80, and 100
groups). The sampling design grid (see Table 5) gives an
overview of the resulting total sample sizes for all 25 condi-
tions. Total sample sizes vary between 11,700 and 292,500
observations.

Table 6 gives the parameter and standard error bias for the
between-level structural effect over the various conditions.
The number of units per group does not have an appreciable
impact on estimation accuracy. Apart from minor deviations
that are due to chance fluctuations, parameter and standard
error bias are identical over cluster size conditions. It is
clearly advantageous to have more groups of smaller size.
Thus, contrary to earlier studies (Snijders and Bosker 1993;
Mok 1995; Cohen 1998; Hox and Maas 2001), no evidence is
found for the existence of trade-off effects between individ-
ual and group sample sizes. This finding can be explained by
the fact that even the smallest cluster size in this study is very
large. An average cluster size of 585 units is situated beyond
the point where the accuracy of estimating can benefit from
increasing the cluster sizes.9

4.2 The role of intra-class correlations (ICCs)

Hox and Maas (2001) suggest that the ICC has an impact on
the estimation accuracy in multilevel SEM. They found the

8 Complete results of the simulation study can be obtained from
the first author. All estimated models discussed in this paragraph
converged.

9 We performed additional simulation studies that show that one
could diminish cluster sizes further to 150 units without harmful
effects for estimation accuracy. Due to lack of space, however, de-
tailed results of these studies are not presented here. The results can
be obtained from the first author.
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Table 5: Total sample sizes for the different simulation conditions

Number of groups

Average cluster size 20 40 60 80 100
585 11700 23400 35100 46800 58500

1170 23400 46800 70200 93600 117000
1755 35100 70200 105300 140400 175500
2340 46800 93600 140400 187200 234000
2925 58500 117000 175500 234000 292500

Table 6: Bias for the between-level structural effect – various cluster sizes
a

Parameter bias

Number of groups
Average cluster size 20 40 60 80 100

585 0.108 0.049 0.037 0.019 0.008
1170 0.122 0.047 0.029 0.018 0.022
1755 0.107 0.050 0.033 0.023 0.017
2340 0.109 0.045 0.035 0.030 0.022
2925 0.099 0.060 0.031 0.020 0.022

Standard error bias

Number of groups
Average cluster size 20 40 60 80 100

585 -0.252 -0.131 -0.087 -0.063 -0.060
1170 -0.248 -0.127 -0.100 -0.070 -0.062
1755 -0.249 -0.135 -0.099 -0.074 -0.050
2340 -0.254 -0.127 -0.093 -0.068 -0.058
2925 -0.240 -0.129 -0.091 -0.064 -0.059

a247,294 replications (2,706 dropped because of inadmissible estimates)

percentage of inadmissible estimates as well as relative pa-
rameter and standard error bias to be substantially smaller in
high than in low ICC conditions (0.50 vs 0.25). This leads the
authors to state the following conclusion: “Given our results,
we caution against using multilevel SEM when the number
of groups is smaller than 100, especially if the ICC turns out
to be low, that is, under 0.25” (Hox and Maas 2001:171).
In a more recent study, however, the effect of ICC on esti-
mation accuracy could not be replicated and the authors ex-
plained that their earlier conclusions might be distorted by
misspecifications in the setup of the simulation study (Hox
et al. 2007).10

To test whether the strength of the ICC influences the accu-
racy of parameter estimates, three ICC conditions are speci-
fied. In order to insure that sufficient variation is present for
this factor, three very divergent ICC values are chosen: 0.08,
0.25, and 0.50. These three ICCs are crossed with the five
group sample size conditions.

Table 7 indicates that the ICC conditions exhibit no system-
atic differences with respect to parameter and standard error
bias for the between-level structural effect. Contrary to the
findings of Hox and Maas (2001), the strength of the ICC is
found to have no substantial impact on estimation accuracy
in multilevel SEM. Even if ICC’s substantially higher than

in the original setting (ICC = 0.08) are specified, multilevel
SEM with small group sample sizes remains highly problem-
atic.

4.3 Complexity of the between-level model

The accuracy problems due to small group sample sizes are
all related to the between level. At this level, the model
is quite complex given the small number of higher-level
units. Information on 20 clusters only is used to estimate 14
between-level parameters, namely, four factor loadings, four
error variances, four intercepts for the indicators, one struc-
tural effect and the mean of the between-level independent
variable.

Reducing the complexity of the between level – and hence

10 The misspecification in the Hox and Maas (2001) study relates
to the manipulation of the ICCs. Concretely, the ICC was increased
by doubling the variance of the between-level factor. Because the
between-level error variances of the indicators were left unchanged,
however, this causes the strength of the between-level factor load-
ings to go up. As a consequence, the observed differences in estima-
tion accuracy cannot be attributed to ICC differences alone (Hox et
al. 2007). As the specification errors only refer to the manipulation
of ICCs, they do not necessarily imply that other conclusions from
Hox and Maas (2001) are not trustworthy.
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Table 7: Bias for the between-level structural effect – various ICCs
a

Parameter bias

Number of groups
ICC 20 40 60 80 100
0.08 0.107 0.050 0.033 0.023 0.017
0.25 0.086 0.041 0.029 0.020 0.021
0.50 0.119 0.055 0.035 0.022 0.022

Standard error bias

Number of groups
ICC 20 40 60 80 100
0.08 -0.249 -0.135 -0.099 -0.074 -0.050
0.25 -0.250 -0.144 -0.082 -0.058 -0.048
0.50 -0.250 -0.124 -0.092 -0.065 -0.047

a148,728 replications (1,272 dropped because of inadmissible estimates)

the number of parameters to be estimated at this level –
could be a way to attenuate the estimation problems caused
by small group sample sizes. By fixing the between-level
factor loadings equal to one another, and the between-level
error variances to zero, the number of parameters to be es-
timated at the highest level drops from 14 to 7. The other
side of the coin is that some misspecifications are introduced
into the model. Given this specific population model, these
misspecifications are relatively minor, because the between-
level standardized factor loadings are very close to one and
the corresponding error variances approach zero. Yet when
between-factor loadings are less strong misspecifications can
become substantial and this complexity-reducing strategy
could threaten the external validity of the results.

On the other hand, research practice often involves intri-
cate research questions that require more complex models
than the ones presented above. Cross-national researchers
are likely to want to estimate models that contain more in-
dicators and independent variables. To investigate possible
consequences of increased model complexity, two additional
complexity conditions are considered in this study.11 In a
first one, the latent factor (at both levels) is measured by six
indicators rather than four, and three between-level indepen-
dent variables instead of one have an effect (size: 0.25) on
this between-level factor. The second condition has eight
observed indicators and five context effects. The numbers
of between-level parameters for these two conditions are 24
and 34, respectively.

These four complexity conditions (7, 14, 24 and 34
between-level parameters) are crossed with the five group
sample size conditions. In the case of 20 groups, the most
complex models thus have considerably more between-level
parameters than there are clusters. As before, 10,000 repli-
cations are drawn every time. Table 8 shows parameter and
standard error bias for the between-level structural effect.
Please note that the reported biases for the conditions with
24 and 34 between-level parameters are actually averages
over all structural between-level effects in these models (3
respectively 5 between-level structural effects).

The results indicate that model complexity is indeed an
important factor determining estimation accuracy. This is
the case for parameter bias of the structural effect in the
first place. Reducing the model complexity to 7 parame-
ters causes parameter bias to drop with almost 2% points
on average compared to the baseline model (14 between-
level parameters). Increasing model complexity, on the other
hand, causes a dramatic rise in parameter bias. In the most
complex condition (34 between-level parameters), parame-
ter bias is more than double of the baseline condition. Also
standard error bias is affected severely by increasing model
complexity. In the conditions with more complex models
and 20 groups only, the standard errors are underestimated
by 33.6% (24 BL parameters) and 41.3% (34 BL param-
eters). Apparently, having more between-level parameters
than clusters has detrimental effects on estimation accuracy.
When there are more parameters than clusters, the observed
levels of parameter and standard error bias are far beyond the
acceptable limits.

These results make clear that the guidelines formulated in
section 3.3 should not be seen as ‘golden rules’, but that they
only apply for relatively simple models. As more indica-
tors and independent variables are introduced at the between
level, more clusters are needed to guarantee accurate estima-
tion. The models with 24 and 34 between-level parameters,
for example, would need at least 80 groups to attain accept-
able levels of bias for the structural effect and its standard
error. For the models with 7 and 14 between-level parame-
ters, the required group sample size is ‘only’ 60. The results
also show that although model complexity has a certain im-
pact on estimation accuracy, the potential for solving estima-
tion problems by decreasing the number model parameters
is rather limited. This is probably so because our baseline
model (14 parameters) was already quite simple.

11 We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for this sugges-
tion.
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Table 8: Bias for the between-level structural effect – various degrees of model complexity
a

Parameter bias

Number of groups
Model complexity 20 40 60 80 100
7 BL parameters 0.080 0.032 0.019 0.006 -0.002
14 BL parameters 0.107 0.050 0.033 0.023 0.017
24 BL parameters

b
0.185 0.079 0.050 0.043 0.028

34 BL parameters
b

0.272 0.118 0.066 0.053 0.043

Standard error bias

Number of groups
Model complexity 20 40 60 80 100
7 BL parameters -0.241 -0.127 -0.092 -0.073 -0.046
14 BL parameters -0.249 -0.135 -0.099 -0.074 -0.050
24 BL parameters

b
-0.336 -0.175 -0.117 -0.093 -0.075

34 BL parameters
b

-0.413 -0.226 -0.152 -0.113 -0.092

a247,293 replications (2,707 dropped because of inadmissible estimates)
bthe results refer to averages over several parameters

5 Conclusion and discussion
Cross-national researchers are confronted with hierarchical

data structures since respondents are clustered within coun-
tries. For this reason, researchers have recently started to
use multilevel techniques in this domain. At first sight, mul-
tilevel SEM offers new attractive opportunities, since it in-
tegrates latent variable modeling in a multilevel framework.
However, the application of multilevel SEM in cross-national
research is not without problems. In most cross-national sur-
veys, the number of participating countries is seriously lim-
ited.

Simulation studies make clear that multilevel SEM with
20 groups – and this is a common group sample size in
cross-national surveys – leads to inaccurate estimation of
the between-model parameters. Factor loadings and error
variances tend to be underestimated, while the between-level
structural effect is generally overestimated. Standard errors
of all between-level parameters are estimated typically 15 to
25% too low. These unacceptable levels of parameter and
standard error bias lead to coverage problems. When a nom-
inal alpha-level of 0.05 is specified, empirical alpha-levels
range from 0.15 to 0.20. Unless the between-level structural
effect is very large (>0.75), statistical tests for this parameter
also lack power. Thus, small group sample sizes especially
hamper statistical inference for the between-level structural
effect. There is only a small chance of concluding signif-
icance when a population effect is present, but detecting a
significant effect at the same time does not guarantee that this
effect is also present in the population. In real cross-national
research with small group sample sizes, the accuracy prob-
lems are probably worse than the ones reported here. Con-
trary to the simulations of this study, real-world data analy-
sis often suffers from violations of distributional assumptions
and model misspecifications (such as the specification of full
measurement equivalence, while only partial equivalence is

present in the data), which may actually worsen the estima-
tion problems.

Our results indicate that it is impossible to formulate one
general rule of thumb on required group sample sizes in mul-
tilevel SEM. General guidelines, such the advise that mul-
tilevel SEM should not be undertaken with less than 100
groups (Hox and Maas 2001), should be qualified. Suffi-
cient sample sizes depend strongly on the specific interests
of the researcher, the expected effect sizes and the complex-
ity of the estimated model. For simple between-level models
(i.e. a small number of indicators, only one structural effect
and no interactions), the following guidelines could be use-
ful. If one is merely interested in the between-level factor
structure, a group sample size of 40 is sufficient. To detect
a large (>0.50) structural effect at the between-level, at least
60 groups are required. To have an acceptable probability of
detecting smaller effects, more than 100 groups are needed.
These nuanced guidelines were shown to be quite robust for
varying cluster sizes (as long as the average cluster size is
larger than 500) and ICCs. The latter makes clear that these
results also apply for studies with larger ICCs than the 5 to
8% we found for the ESS immigration scale (which may be
considered as rather low). As the between-level model be-
comes more complex, substantially larger group sample sizes
are required to guarantee accurate estimation. In every way,
having less clusters than between-level parameters leads to
very inaccurate statistical inference.

The small group sample sizes in cross-national studies con-
front researchers of context effects with a major challenge.
It would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to include
so many countries in a cross-national survey that group sam-
ple size requirements are fulfilled. This is the case not only
for budgetary and organizational reasons, but also because
of the question of cross-cultural equivalence of the variables
that are used. Probably, other research strategies have to be
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developed to make the study of context effects possible. In
this domain, opportunities for further research are abundant.
In some cases, the use of regional rather than national entities
might provide a way to increase the number of higher level
units. This strategy can only be applied if going down to the
regional level is theoretically meaningful and if substantial
interregional variation is present. If a regional analysis is not
an option and researchers decide to restrict themselves to the
national level, they might want to fall back on less sophisti-
cated but more robust tools that do not rely on the estimation
of parameters. In this case, certain non-parametric tests or
simple graphical techniques might provide more insight in
the relations under study than a multilevel SEM.

This study also illustrates how substantive research can
benefit from performing a Monte Carlo study to assess es-
timation accuracy. Thanks to the Monte Carlo facilities that
are implemented in Mplus, conducting such simulation stud-
ies is no longer a daunting task reserved for programming
specialists. Therefore, we would like to encourage substan-
tive researchers to perform Monte Carlo studies more often
to check whether the models employed provide accurate es-
timation and sufficient statistical power. In this study, factors
that are potentially influential for estimation accuracy (such
as cluster size, ICCs and model complexity) are treated sep-
arately. Future research could add to this by investigating
the interplay between the different factors and crossing all
conditions. Analysis of variance techniques could then be a
valuable tool to disentangle the effects of the different fac-
tors.
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Appendix

Table A.1: Within- and between-level population covariance matrices and mean vectors for the baseline model (specifications: see

section 3.1)
a

Within level covariance matrix
y1 y2 y3 y4 x b

y1 1.000
y2 0.810 1.000
y3 0.675 0.675 1.000
y4 0.630 0.630 0.525 1.000
x 0.225 0.225 0.188 0.175 1.000
b 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Mean vector
y1 y2 y3 y4 x b

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Between level covariance matrix
y1 y2 y3 y4 x b

y1 0.087
y2 0.070 0.087
y3 0.074 0.074 0.087
y4 0.074 0.074 0.078 0.087
x 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
b 0.066 0.066 0.070 0.070 0.000 1.000

Mean vector
y1 y2 y3 y4 x b

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

asize of the between level effect = 0.25


